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ABSTRACT 
This research project is about product development strategy and practice in the 
automobile industry. Specifically, it concerns the transformation of Rover Group 
body and tool development capability over four years from 1993 to 1997. 
A single Rover Body and Pressings organisation was created in 1991. It 
encompassed the functions of Body Engineering, Press Tool Engineering, and 
Press Tool Manufacturing. As Engineering Director the Author had the 
opportunity to directly influence a significant portion of the body product 
creation process. 
At the start of the research period the product development performance of 
Rover Body and Pressings was weak. Major investments in new press equipment 
could not depend on in-house die technology. Quality and cost delivery 
incurred customer dissatisfaction. 
Resulting from the research are three innovations: 
The Engineering Quality Assurance Procedure was implemented as a 
disciplined stage/gate quality management system. 
A focused manufacturing strategy was implemented for die manufacturing 
based on die size. 
A new engineering design methodology was established utilising the 
scientific principles of metal forming technology as an integrated element in 
the design process. 
These innovations were applied within the strategic framework of a new model 
describing a system view of the product creation process for body, at enterprise 
level. 
The new product development process strategy was partially applied to two new 
vehicle programmes. One vehicle has since been initiated and delivered from 
within the new framework. 
Strategic targets were defined for product development at Rover Body and 
Pressings covering product quality, development lead time, press tool cost and 
programme financial budget. The targets for quality and lead time were met 
during the research period. Although substantial progress is evident in physical 
performance the targets for press tool cost and programme budget were not met. 
The major elements of the product development strategy applied in this research 
remain in place. The transfer of the strategic model of concurrent engineering to 
a wider context was demonstrated by applying it as part of the Rover Group 
product development reengineering project. 
---- - -- -- --
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The leadership, and majority of intellectual development of the strategic 
innovations described in the research was solely the work of the Author while 
Engineering Director of Rover Body and Pressings. Supporting resources were 
used, under the direct leadership of the Author. Elements directly contributed by 
others have been dearly referenced. 
. 
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1. I ntroduction to the Research Project 
This research project is about product development strategy and practice in the 
automobile industry. Specifically, it concerns the transformation of Rover Group 
body and press tool development capability over four years from 1993 to 1997. 
The scope and content of the research are strategic. The project ai med to 
identify, and prove, a strategic framework for effective product development 
performance. As such, the range of subjects covered reflects the entire span of 
functional del ivery processes embraced by the product creation system of a 
business. 
In the 1990's, a collection of tools, techniques, and practices has become known 
as concurrent engineering. It is a basic premise of this research project that 
concurrent engineering is highly relevant to improving the enterprise wide 
product creation system. 
The emergence of the Rover Body and Pressings business unit provided the 
opportunity to conduct this research. The placing of the body product 
engineering, press tool engineering, and press tool manufacturing operations of 
Rover Group into one organisational unit was a bold and unique step in 1991. 
This research portfolio documents how the problem of improving the weak 
performance of Rover Body and Pressings product development process was 
undertaken. 
The research started out by considering product development effectiveness as a 
generic problem in the context of the automobile industry. A framework for the 
evaluation of product development performance was used to derive general 
hypotheses regarding the basis for effective practice. 
1 
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These general hypotheses were appl ied to the specific context of body and tool 
development. Following diagnostic research an innovative model of body and 
tool engineering was proposed. The majority of the research portfolio covers the 
development, implementation, and evaluation of specific innovations required to 
realise this model. 
Through the research period the initial ideas behind the research were refined 
and clarified. The emphasis in the research changed from the pursuit of lead 
time reduction, per se, to the knowledge intensification of the engineering 
design phase of development, supported by appropriate technology delivery 
capability. 
The transfer of the innovations in the Rover Body and Pressings case was 
demonstrated by applying them to the new product introduction process of the 
Rover Group as a whole. 
2 
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2. The Main Themes in the Research 
2.1 Concurrent Engineering 
Up unti I the start of the 1990's sequential models of product development had 
formed the basis of training of engineers and managers in the western world 
(Ward et al). As the 1990's have progressed this paradigm has been replaced 
with a new one based on concurrent design of product and process, and 
integrating life cycle criteria of the product in the development process (de Graaf 
1996). 
The term "Concurrent Engineering" was first coined in the Institute for Defence 
Analysis report R-338 to explain the systematic method of product and process 
design (Winner et al 1988). 
To improve the efficiency of the product development process it is necessary to 
integrate the activities of the major business functions of a company, utilising 
changes in people practices, organisation, business processes, and information 
technology. Cleetus (1992) provided an extended definition of concurrent 
engineering that addresses this context: 
"Concurrent Engineering is a systematic approach to the integrated and 
concurrent development of a product and its related processes, that emphasises 
response to customer expectations and embodies team values of co-operation, 
trust, and sharing in such a manner that decision making proceeds with large 
intervals of parallel working by alilife-cycle perspectives, synchronised by 
comparatively brief exchanges to produce consensus." 
It is in this wider corporate context of concurrent engineering that the links are to 
be found between the product development process itself, and the systemic 
attributes of the corporations ability to bring new product to market. 
3 
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2.2 Metrics for Product Development Performance 
Development Total Product 
Productivity Development cost per unit' (£').---l~"""1 Quality 
___ JD Powers (FauIlsl100 vehs.) 
Chrysler 344 Toyota 
Total development cost ( Warranty (Faulslvehs) 
Audi 75 Lexus 
Total engineering man hours(x10 2 " RectifICation % 
._____ Japanese 1.6 , --1~-~-===~~E:==--J'---~---.Jrra:tJ¥O~ta. --.-------. 
Changeover time fo 
new models (weeks) 2 
Honda 
Manufacturing 
Operating 
Performance 
Material margin % 
Ford 
Direct labour (hours/unit) 
Nissan UK 
1 
First Prototype to SOP (mitis) 
Concept to SOP r~W?srchrysler 
Toyota Development 
Lead Time 
Figure 8.1: Metrics for the Evaluation of Product Development 
Performance in the Automobile Industry 
(references in Appendix 1) 
Four dimensions of product development performance were identified to 
distinguish competitive performance, and the practice of concurrent engineering. 
Total Product Quality - reflecting both the functional and design performance of 
the product, and the consistent achievement of the engineering intent from the 
manufacturing process. 
Development Lead Time - elapsed time from project approval to market 
presentation of the product. 
Manufacturing Operating Performance - excellent manufacturing performance is a 
pre -requisite for concurrent engineering practice. 
Development Productivity - the capacity to bring new product to market. 
4 
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2.3 The Literature View of Best Practice 
In their research on product development in the automobile industry, during the 
late 1980's, Clark and Fujimoto (1991) concluded that coherence in 
development practice and the factors of competitive success for a firm, is a 
determinant of high development performance (Clark & Fujimoto 1989a). They 
identified four themes, characterising high performing organisations: 
i. Superior performance in time, productivity and quality; high performers 
pursued excellence in all three dimensions simultaneously (Stalk & Hout 1991, 
McGrath 1997). 
ii. Integration in the development process; effectiveness in inter-functional 
working, and problem solving (Womack et al 1990, Clark & Fujimoto 1989b). 
iii. Integrating customer and product; specific competencies in realising customer 
needs into deliverable product solutions (Pugh 1996, Clausing 1993). 
iv. Manufacturing for design; transfer of manufacturing management know how 
into the management of development, and specific competencies in 
manufacturing processes directly supporting development, e.g. prototyping and 
die making (Clark & Fujimoto 1991, Whitney 1995). 
Some researchers favour managerial explanations supporting examples of best 
practice based on teamworking, and organisational strategies (e.g. Clark and 
Fujimoto 1991, Nobeoka 1995, Scott 1994). Others explain best practice in 
terms of technology strategy (e.g. Whitney 1995, Carter & Baker 1991). 
5 
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2.4 Benchmarking 
As a by-product of Rover's recent business history the Author has had the 
privilege of developing close working relationships with Honda Motor 
Company, of Japan, and since 1994 BMW AG, of Bavaria. 
Unique levels of access to two of the three most globally competitive automobile 
manufacturers in the world has strongly flavoured the shape of this research 
project. 
2.5 Strategic Choices of Automobile Manufacturers 
There are common themes of strategic development amongst competing 
automobile manufacturers, for example organisational development, CAD 
technology, and lead time reduction. However, there is no absolute consistent 
pattern of pol i~y choice. 
Figure 8.2 summarises the key strategies currently being pursued. 
Emerging factors are product structure and platform strategy, globalisation of 
development, and changes in the relationship to suppliers in the development 
process. 
6 
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I 
Strategy Chrysler Ford Honda Toyota BMW VW Rover 
Platform Organisation ./ 
Balanced ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 
Matrix 
Single Development ./ ./? ./? ./ ./ 
Centre 
Globalisation of ./ ./ ./ ./ 
Development 
lead Time as a Key ./ ../ ../ ./ 
Driver 
Single CAD System ../ ./? ./ 
Higher Supplier ../ ./ ../ ./? 
Integration 
Core Competence ? ? ./ ./ ./ 
Models 
Product Development ../ ./ ./ 
Alliances 
Overt Product ../ ../ ./ ../ ./ 
Platform Strategy 
Single! Multi Brand M M M M M M M 
USA Only 
". 
Figure 8.2: Product Development Strategic Thrusts of Automobile Manufacturers 
(for references please refer to Appendix 2) 
2.6 Product Development as Information Processing 
Th m nagement of the f low of information has been a recurring th m in thi 
r r h project. The view of product development as n information ro In 
m b d on the f ct th t while project content u uall diff r fr m 
t, th 10 m nt ro r oft n r r 
1 ). 
111 r n urr nt n In nn \I th d I T \ L 
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3. The Structure of the Research Portfolio 
A review of the literature and product development strategy in the automobile 
industry revealed that all manufacturers are pursuing the goals and processes 
associated with concurrent engineering. Five general hypotheses were derived. 
The hypotheses were tested in two case studies. 
Case 1: Body and Tool Development at Rover Body and Pressings 
The first case study represents the major portion of the research project portfolio. 
The body and die development process is a core element in the product 
development process of new vehicles (Clark & Fujimoto 1991, Ward et al 1995). 
It is a subset of the total vehicle development process. It carries a lower product 
and process complexity than a complete motor car. 
The Author was appointed as the first Engineering Director of Rover Body and 
Pressings, a newly created business unit in Rover Group, in February 1991. 
Case 2: New Product Introduction at Rover Group 
Following the acquisition of Rover by BMW AG, a fundamental restructuring of 
Rover's product development operations took place in May 1996. In the new, 
autonomous, Design and Engineering function the Author was appointed 
Product Director, Luxury and Full Size 4x4, and Champion for the "Re-
engineering" of product development in Rover Group. 
A brief description of each portfolio report is given belo\\. 
8 
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Report 1: Abstract 
A brief summary of the whole research project 
Report 2: The Practice of Concurrent Engineering 
This report reviews the status of practice in product development, and 
concurrent engineering, within the world automobile industry. It carries the 
main literature survey carried out for the research project. Definitions for 
product development and concurrent engineering are clarified, and the basis for 
measurement of product development performance is established. 
From the I iterature survey general hypotheses are stated. A description of the 
overall structure of the research project concludes the report. 
Report 3: A Product Development Strategy for Rover Body and 
Pressings. 
This report deals with the derivation of a new product development strategy for 
Rover Body and Pressings. The generic hypotheses from report 2 are applied to 
the specific case of Rover Body and Pressings. These are to be tested through 
the implementation of a new strategic framework for body and tool engineering 
development. 
A detailed calibration is made of the baseline performance at the start of the 
case. The results of a detailed causal analysis are used to identify the root cause 
factors for poor performance. 
A Ilt'W model of body and tool development is presented which gives 
precedence to the specification of high quality metal forming proces"t'S. 
9 
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Concurrent engineering methods are to be used to create the metal forming 
process, and effective delivery processes are to be established to fulfil the 
process specification exactly. This model is the basis of the new product 
development strategy. 
An overall change plan is the basis for implementation of the new model. An 
Engineering Quality Assurance Procedure is proposed to act as a stage gate 
process for management of the product development process, and is supported 
by other enabling actions. 
Report 4: "Manufacturing for Design"; Towards World Class Die 
Manufacturing 
This report covers the development and implementation of strategic changes 
needed to improve the operational performance of Tool Manufacturing 
department of the Rover Body and Pressings Engineering function. 
The results of diagnostic research are presented. These include an operational 
dud it, competitive benchmarking, and the identification of useful principles in 
the literature. 
Strategic targets for tool manufacture are defined. The diagnostic results are 
analysed to determine the appropriate basis for action planning, and policy 
choices with respect to technology, operating practices, and manufacturing 
strategy. 
---.----
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Report 5: Choice of Engineering Design Methodology. 
This report is concerned with the selection of an engineering design 
methodology to satisfy the objectives of the new product development strategy 
of Rover Body and Pressings. 
The basis for choosing the configuration of the engineering design process is 
described. Observations of the relative information flow between the vehicle 
development programme and the body development programme are made. 
Trends in design methodology within Body Engineering are described which 
exploit the increasing use of engineering analysis as part of design synthesis. 
It is concluded that Tool Engineering can be developed to emulate the trend in 
Body Engineering by using metal forming technology. A new engineering design 
methodology is described in the form of process steps with specific goals and 
responsibi I ities. 
Report 6: Review of the Effectiveness of the New RBP Product 
Development strategy. 
This report presents the results achieved following the implementation of the 
innovations to the Rover Body and Pressings product development process. The 
results are taken from late 1997 to capture the data from the Land Rover 
Freelander project, the first vehicle project to be initiated and delivered since the 
changes were made. 
The results are presented against each of the four strategic targets for product 
development at RBP set out in portfolio report 3. The changes in overall product 
development performance are compared to the baseline performance at the start 
of the research period. 
11 
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Report 7: The Reengineering of Product Development at Rover 
Group 
The purpose of this report is to demonstrate that the innovations applied at Rover 
Body and Pressings are transferable to a wider product development process 
context. 
The implementation of the reengineering project in Rover Group is described. A 
process configuration for product development under a reengineering scenario is 
derived. The main themes arising are analysed, and compared to those from the 
Rover Body and Pressings case. 
Report 8: Executive Summary 
An overview of the major elements of the research portfolio. 
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The Research 
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4. The Basis of the Rover Body and Pressings 
Case Study 
This case was concerned with the product creation process rele ant to the din 
and development of automobile bodies, and the assemblie ,com on nt , 
manufacturing processes and tools which they comprise. The product cr tion 
process of Rover Body and Pressings at the start of the ca e i ho n b 10 
the phase diagram in figure 8.3. 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS DEVELOPMENT MANU A URE 
Figure 8.3: Phase Diagram of the Product Creation Process 
for an Automobile Body 
Figur 8.4 shows a high level view of the Rover Group pro uct cr tion pro 
for th car bodyshell. Each box identifies a key process step. 
h r w r thr d I i mit tion of the ca e study. 
I. Proces es outside RBP responsibility - Th pro h In th 
b in fi ur 8.4 r Iud from th r r h of thi 
II. 0 v pment of Body Sub-A embli h ti 
\vith th lu f r m th I r 
n urr nl n In rin ,\ f )(11 1(1) I( 
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III. Project Management Process - The de elopment of an effecti e Project 
Management System for RBP w as the subject of another re earch proj ct 
(M illard 1997) and so w as not been included in this case re earch. 
1 h U (I 
Styling 
.. 
Surface 
Design 
.. 
Body 
Concept 
.. 
Body 
f--
Layout 
+ t Assembly 
Process 
PlanninR 
Panel 
+4 Design 
• t D ie Process 
Planning 
.. 
~ Die Design 
.. 
Pattern-
Making 
Di Bill i1 of M t nal I-
f----------' 
Casting ~Procu rement 
Mod I Die Part 
---.j Manufacturef---+l Machining I+--l Programme 
.. 
Ole 
Bu ild 
Ole 
Tryout 
Panel 
1M nufacture 
.. 
Jig & Fixturer---+lJig & Fixture~Jig & F.bct~re~ Body 
Design Manufacture ~ommlsslon Assembly 
.. 
Paint 
Figure 8.4: Rover Group Product Creation Process for Body 
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5. The RBP Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses were derived by applying the general hypotheses to 
the Rover Body and Pressi ngs case context. 
5.1 That the four dimensions of world class automobile body and tool 
development are Product Quality, the Cost of Press Tools, Press Shop 
Operating Practice, and lead Time from exterior design freeze to start of 
series production. 
5.2 Lead Time has the highest impact on the competitiveness of the 
automobile manufacturer. 
and 
5.3 That the foundation upon which World Class body and tool development 
is built is the engineering excellence of the metal forming process 
specification. 
leading to 
5.4 The creation of an organisation operating a new engineering 
development methodology, which integrates the requirements and 
constraints of the automobile design and metal forming science into the 
specification of capable metal forming processes. 
15 
5.5 These processes are delivered to the press shop in a robust manner 
through the appl ication of excellent project management, dnd sLlte of thf' 
art press tooling technology. 
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Submission Hypothesis 
5.1 5.2 15.3 15.4 5 .5 
! Report 3: A Product Development Strategy for 
• • • • 
l Rover Body and Pressings 
Report 4: Manufacturing for Design • 
Report 5: Choice of Engineering Design • Methodology 
Report 6: The Effectiveness of a new Product 
• • 
Development Strategy at RBP 
Figure 8.5: Coverage of Hypotheses by Research Portfolio Submission 
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6. A Product Development Strategy for RBP 
6.1 Summary of World Class Performance Metrics 
Table 8.1 gives a 1993 summary of the selected metr ic for each of the f ur 
dimensions of performance which comprised the e aluat ion model. 
Metric 
Product Quality 
NCBS - Sturdiness of Body 
- Body Workman hip 
- Overall Quality 
Body Cosmetic Quality - QZ 
Body Accura y 
Component Supply Qual ity 
Unplanned R tifi ation 
Lead Time 
L d Time ( lay fix to OP) 
Programme level slippage 
P n I Supply A hi 
Press Tool Cost 
P nip r Body 
Tools per die set 
Tool Co t Indi - Small 
- M dium 
- Larg 
C ntract Performance Factor 
Pre s Shop Performance 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness 
Pr Utili tion - Tr n f r 
- Tand m 
Die Change Time - Transfer 
- Tandem 
h t P r rt 
Pr Run Length - Tr n fer 
- land m 
RBP 
1993 
8.00-8 .63 
7.5 4-7. 4 
7.82-8 .15 
:::3.0 
70 % 
5000 ppm 
o t 80 
min . 
146 
3 month 
95% 
380 
3.5 
100 
100 
100 
1.2 to 1.5 
:::40% 
Benchmark 
1993 
> .00 
>8. 0 
> 8. 0 
<0.5 
0%+ 
<300 ppm 
o 
10 
o 
100% 
250 
3.0 
50 
9 
75 
k 
ot Availabl 
>70% 
~-- ----' 
80% 
50% 
<5 min. 
3 to 5 hrs. 
1500 
5-8,000 
5 00 
80% 
80% 
<5 min. 
<20 min 
< 2000 
Table 8.1: Summary of RBP Performance Metrics 
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6.2 Results of Causal Analysis 
The following root cause areas were selected for as priorities for the change plan. 
1. Quality Assurance Framework 
2. Metal Forming Technology Competence 
3. Skills and Knowledge Shortfall 
4. Information Flow Integrity 
5. Cross-Functional Integration 
6. Press Tool Technology 
7. Toolroom Operations Development 
8. Integrated Scheduling Environment 
6.3 Strategic Targets 
6.3.1 Product Quality 
Target: Top quality component supply from transfer presses with RBPE 
manufactured tooling. 
When the £54M investment was made in two 5000 tonne transfer presses at 
Swindon, RBP was dependent on Honda die technology to commission and 
operate the presses. This target was defined to ensure that the technology 
competencies associated with the entire manufacturing process chain for the 
largest cosmetic stampings was consolidated in-house. 
-----------
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6.3.2 Lead Time 
Target: 80 weeks from style fix to QP panels. 
This target was identified to ensure that a satisfactory information flow could be 
maintained within the vehicle development programme as a whole. In addition, 
it was a strategic aim of RBP, at the start of the case, to be a recognised supplier 
of press tools to Honda and this demanded a match to Honda's own lead times. 
The metrics selected were body engineering release to parts off tools, and body 
engineering release to start of vehicle production. 
6.3.3 Press Tool Cost 
Target: Press tool costs competitive with Japanese average die prices. 
This target was defined to ensure that Rover Group did not incur a competitive 
disadvantage by manufacturing dies in house, and to enable RBP to gain external 
tooling contracts to fill open capacity resulting from Rover Groups long range 
plan profile. 
6.3.4 Programme 
Target: Delivery to programme financial budget. 
This target was defined to improve customer satisfaction, and to eliminate the 
incidence of unplanned funding requirements. 
19 
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6.4 A New Process Model for Body and Tool 
Development 
The specification of capable metal forming processes sits at the e he rt of th 
body product creation process. Therefore a new model of the bod and tool 
engineering process flow was proposed, outlined in basic form in figure 8.6 . 
Concurrent 
Engineering 
Process 
Press Tool 
Technology 
Press 
Shop 
Practice 
Figure 8.6: A New Process Flow Model of Body and Tool Engineering. 
The model places capab le metal forming pro ess at th or . To th I ft 
concurrent engineering process is envi saged which integr t 
ustomer" with the process technology needed to deliver th produ t 
requirements successfu lly. 
of th 
During th oncurr nt engineering phase there is a pro-activ mph to 
probl m so lving. Known problem areas from previous similar om n nt 
fo u d on and learning is integrated into new designs. The us of A t 01 to 
imul te processes supports problem sol ing. 
In lhi mod m rg nce of met I forming pro i fi tion f ro n 
output from th d Ign ngln n 
r th un h into m nuf f th 
nt f nn nfi n in th ro 
-p i fi c ti III rl m th hi h o t r 
m Iluf turin . 
1 h ' U~ (I n urr nt n In (In T 
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To the right of the metal forming process are the ke implementation element 
by which the metal forming specificat ion req ui rements are fulfilled. Pre Tool 
Technology implies the deployment of d ie desi gn technolog ia appropri 
manufacturing processes and techniques. Press shop practice encompa 
both the production process maturation of a d ie from ne ,and the op r tion of 
the dies in long term component supply to the customer. 
en 
en 
Q) 
(J 
0 
... 
A. 
'1:1 
Q) 
.. 
cu 
... 
m 
Q) 
-C 
.. 
c 
Q) 
E 
c 
0 
... 
> 
C 
W 
0 
... 
.. 
c 
0 
u 
'1:1 
C 
cu 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS 
drives problem solving and consistency 
Concurrent 
En9,ineering 
Process 
FUNCTIONAL DELIVERY PROCESSES 
drive learning and knowledge deployment 
Press 
Shop 
Practice 
Figure 8.7: Completed Process Model of Body and Tool Engineering 
Th import nee of knowl edge capture in the deve lopm nt ro 
y pursuing a strategy of spe iali sa tion of peop le both in proc 
To ompl ment thi s a project management proces is nee 
fun tional integration , probl em sol v in g and con istent confo rm n 
I r 0 n l d 
nd u t. 
d v lopm nt pro r quirem nt . An integr ted pro n m n m nl 
ntr I n Ironm nt i n d to o-ord inat nd r gul t thi III 
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choice of specific actions and initiatives to implement RBP 's product 
development strategy. 
6.5 Change Plan Content 
Engineering 
Quality 
Assurance 
Procedure 
Engineering 
Planning 
Process 
Engineering 
Design 
Methodology 
Organisation 
Structure 
- Proj. Mgt. Func. 
- Planning 
Know-how 
Transfer 
. Die Making 
• Metal Forming 
Figure 8.8: The linkage of change plan content 
to the RBP product development strategy model. 
6.5.1 The Engineering Quality Assurance Procedure 
It w r th t tage-g t syst m of m nagement control 
r rodu t de lopment pro t RBP. 
n whi h w m ith oth r RBP u In 
u t m r in Ro r rou. 
ur th hi h I with in iti n r 
r h ' U. r n urr nt L n In TIn 
Tool Manfg. 
Operations 
Development 
n 
n th 
h nt. 
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"'\ F 
~TOQOTO 
E1 E2 E3 
~ODUCTlON PROCEAS 01< TO GO TO TOOL OK TOGO TO OK TOGO TO t-
" 
PLANNWG DESIGN PAT1E.RN3 FotJNt>R'Y 
M2 TZERO M1 
OK TOOOTO r" FIRST FORM OKTOSTART 
TRYOUT OPERA TlON OK MA 0 
T1 T2 T3 
PANEL OFF AU. TOOLS 
~ ALL FORM TOOLS ACCEPTEOBY TO<X.S OK TO GO TO 
CUSTOMER (E3) HOME UNE 
P2 P1 
TOOLS VOLUME I TOOLS HOME 
QUAUTY CAPABLE UNE PROVEN 
Figure 8.9: The high level process flow of EQAP 
6.5.2 RBP Engineering Planning Process 
The second change action was aimed at providing an integr ted m n g m nt 
and contro l environment related to management information y t m . 
Th master schedu ling of press tool production in th toolroom i th d min nt 
planning constra int in the process. The detailed implementation of m t r 
h duling is described in report 4 of this series. 
6.5.3 Organisation Structure 
Tw org ni ation structure changes were made in upport of th h ng 
n t RBP bu ine unit I v I, the other within RBP Engin rln 
I. 
.. 
II. 
Th 
Ii hm nt of Proj t M n g m nt Fun tion 
ntr Ii ti n of th PI nnin Fun tion 
f n lIrr nt n III nil 
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6.5.4 Know-how Transfer 
Two competence areas were identified for accelerated transfer of know-how 
from third parties. 
I. Die Manufacturing Practice 
II. Metal Forming Science 
6.5.5 Tool Manufacturing Operations Development 
Given a competitive position in the engineering technology of the press tools, 
and a capable metal forming process, the execution of the manufacturing process 
lies with the tool manufacturing operation. 
The fundamental operational development of the Tool Manufacturing function is 
the subject of report 4 in this research portfolio, and is summarised in section 7 
of this report. 
6.5.5 Engineering Design Methodology 
The proposed new model of body and tool engineering required a concurrent 
engineering process that can integrate the product design requirements of the 
automobile body with the process design parameters for individual panels. 
24 
The key output of this concurrent engineering process is the availability of a fully 
engineered, process capable, metal forming process specification. 
The choice of an appropriate engineering design methodology was the subject of 
portfolio report 5 in this series, and is summarised in section 8 of this report. 
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6.6 Milestones and Pace 
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1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
Parameters CHAOS CONTROL SIMPLIFY FAST WORLD 
RESPONSE CLASS 
Organisation Geographic Process based - Focused org. - Teamwork - Profi t centr 
based by product based accountabilit) 
- Reduced - Lean mann ing 
Functional product range 
- Toolroom 
layout for flow 
Project Mgt. Proj ect Team Project Mgt. - Contracts impli led Hi h 
Process based process Process in planning throu hpu 
under place achl m n 
development - Master 
Schedule in 
place 
Technology Uncompetitive Simultaneous Common die Forming Proce s 
Die Standards engineering to standards with technology capability 
new standards Honda capability goal 
achie d 
Project s in - R17 5Dr - P38A - Accord Child - HH-R 4 Dr - B 0 
D elivery Parts - R3 
- PR3 
Financial Forecast Estimate perf. Reduced fi ed - World 
achievement improvement costs competitiv 
pricing 
- 10% RO 
l ead Time 140 120 100 0 80 
(Wk ) 
DO - QP 
Figure 8.11: Change Plan Goals and Milestones for RBP Engineering 1992-96 
(Source: RB P Engineering 1994 Business Plan, January 1994) 
Not th t cro s the top of the tab le the stages from the chang mo I (Ar t 
1 I igned to ea h year, and reflect the progre s in rfo rm n in th 
tw Y this research proj e t. Th mo t igni fi nt of th 
hang ar ociat w ith the sim li fica ti on t g, n pi nn 
t ur urln 1 94, whi h w the pi otal e r in th u th h n 
n. 
I h ~ > f • n urr nC En In l rin I th d 10 
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7. Manufacturing for Design 
7.1 The Creation of Focused T oolrooms 
Six thrusts were identified to form the framework of the action plan, a 0110\ 
7.1.1 Creating Specialisation 
It was decided to focus each operating unit as follow: 
- Small Oi No.1 Shop, Swindon 
No.2 Shop, Swindon 
'T' Building, Cowley 
- Larg Die (3600mm - 4600mm) 
- M dium Oi (1 800mm - 2700mm) 
An organisational template was developed for ea h m nuf cturi ng unit 
in figure 8.12. 
Manager 
Patterns 
Teams Teams Teams 
Manager 
II FInING TRYOUT I BEDDING INSPECTION 
Teams Teams 
-------- Process Flow -------..... 
h wn 
Figure 8.12: Organisation Template for Focus Tool Manufacturing Units 
(source: a s 1996) 
lh >11 urr nt n In (In 
2 
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7.1.2 Establishing Operational Targets 
Analysis of the business model demonstrated the need to re-bal ance throughpu t 
and overall headcount. A capaci ty rev iew w as conducted fo r each un it, to 
cl early identify capacity bottlenecks, and define the appropriate faci I itie and 
manning balance. 
The conclusion of this analysis phase enabled the consol idati on of th roughput 
and manning targets that could be used to brief the management teams of ea h 
manufacturing unit, and to describe the impact of the propo ed change on a 
business model. 
Tool Before After 
Manfg. 
Unit Dies Peopl e Dies p.a . P opl 
p .a. Hrly. Staff Di es % Hrly . % St ff 
Large 
Medium 
Small 
Totals 
T bl 8 .2 
f u to 
mpul 
"': 
55 454 58 78 42 21 1 (5 4) 46 
88 245 38 219 149 220 (10) 19 
132 * * 230 74 70 6 
699 96 501 (28) 71 
Table 8.2: Throughput and Manning Summary before, and 
after, focus Toolroom Implementation. 
(source : Presenta tion to Rover Group Board Feb. 1994) 
omp res the manning and throughput fo r en ri O b for 
Iroom impl ementation . The step impro ement show n w 
r venu nd substituted into pro-form profit n I 
h un it. Figur 8.1 3 how the con ol idated po ition for tot I t 
m nuf turin 
7 ht r n llrr'lll tn In rin 
nd 
01 
% 
(2 1) 
( 0) 
(26) 
ft r 
t 
unt 
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1993 1995 
Template Variance 
Gross Sales Revenue 30.6 
Less outsourcing (1.7) 
Net Sales Revenue 27.9 28.9 1.0 
Operating Costs 
Direct Materials 
Payroll (Manpower Costs) 24.2 19.9 4.3 
Depreciation 2.2 1.7 0.5 
Overheads 5.9 5.4 0.5 
Group Assessments 1.0 0.6 0.4 
Total Operating Cost 33.3 27.6 5.7 
Operating ProfitJ(Loss) (5.4) 1.3 6.7 
Return on Sales % (19.4) 4.5 23.9 
Figure 8.13: Summary profit and loss account templates for the 
proposed RBPE focus tool manufacturing implementation. 
(source: Woodcock 1995) 
7.1.3 Simplification of the Manufacturing Process 
Three action steps were taken: 
i. Toolroom Layout for Flow 
ii. Facility Matching 
iii. Addressing Capacity Bottlenecks 
- Large tool tryout capacity at Swi ndon 
- Inter bay transfer units at Cowley 
- Tryout capacity at Cowley 
29 
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7.1.4 Minimising Disruption of the Manufacturing Process 
Part of the change plan concentrated on creating an environment within tool 
manufacturing which minimised disruption. There were five action elements as 
follows: 
7.1.4.1 Centralised Material Control 
The M2 event definition required availability for the tool build team of the whole 
parts kit for the die. To increase management control of material it was decided 
to centralise this activity at each site. 
7.1.4.2 Manufacturing Process Link to EQAP 
Three 'M' events were defined to place the tool manufacturing process within 
the overall EQAP stage/gate framework. Figure 8.14 positions these events in the 
high level process flow of die manufacture and summaries the key requirements 
at each event. 
So 
Thai 
TOOL MANUFACfURE PROCESS 
BIW 
DESIGN 
LOW SPEND 
TOOL 
DESIGN 
HIGH SPEND 
PATIERNS CASTINGS MACHINING MARSHAlJ.. 
M2 
E3 EVENT MI EVENT M2 EVENT I OK 1'0 MANUFACI1JRE I ICASTING COMPLETION II PRE-BUILD EVENT I I 
SignOff:- - All castings sound and - All madlined Items ok 
ToolDesiln dimensiooa1ly correct. and manhaI\ed. 
Plnems 
Models - N.C 0. .. Keller Aids - All ill:ml. iD P.O. 10 
Poly Models available and oIL haDeI. 
By:- - All RqUiftld dW", info 
'OK' 10 Macbioe. available IIId clearly BIW. Tool Desilll 
uodmtood. Tool Manufaclure. 'liyoul 
ProductiOD 
KnowD 11 nung and lDpulllo biBh spcod Bwld widiiD a 
Toolina COlli process checked. ProduC:lIon 
.,alD&! I "Ike in Envvoamall 
!be pouDd design. 
TOOL 
BUn.o 
M3 
TRYOlTT 
TOI.2.3.PI.2,3 
M3EVENr 
BUn.o COMPLETE 
- Verify Tool Bwh 10 
rcquind qualilY. 
- AU pouible pre-qyOUI 
work doac. 
Tools binI! 10 
C\I$Iomtt 
YIIlt ICOOCI 
Figure 8.14: High Level Die Manufacturing Process Flow, 
including "M" Event Descriptions 
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7.1.4.3 Master Scheduling 
Systems developments were undertaken to establish an information ne or that 
fulfilled the requirements of a manufacturing planning and control 
out by Vollmann et al (1984). Figure 8.15 shows the information flo 
annotated with the RBP system names. 
RESOURCE 
PLANNING 
ROUGH CUT 
CAPACITY 
PLANNING 
• 
CORPORATE 
PLANNING 
BUDGET 
ORDER 
RELEASE 
OPERATIONAL 
• CONTROL 
I CUSTOMERS 
! 
DEMAND 
MANAGEMENT 
and i 
Figure S.lS: Implementation of an Information Structure for effective 
Manufacturing Planning and Control in RBPE 
7.1.4.4 Shifting / Crewing Strategy 
h III h n w limin t th ntin nl I 1 8 H ur hi t ttrnm 
a ur n nti n I h ift P tt rn t ntinuit ' m nnln . 
Tht U. )1 n urr nt n If1 on \1 th T 
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7.1.4.5 Quality Infrastructure 
The "Dry Sui Id " centre was strengthened with additional co-ordinate mea urln 
eq uipment and a scanner/digitiser. 
7.1.5 Structure for "Make or Buy" Policy 
Type 
of Tool 
Draw 
Trim & Pierce 
Flange & 
Restrike 
No.2 Toolroom 
Main Flow 
Punch 
B'holder 
Upper die 
U'die - 1 piece 
pedesta l + 
cutting edge + 
cam drivers L'di 
- 1 pie e stripp r 
L'di - 1 pi ece 
buck & pod 
Loose pedestal 
Integral U 'die 
Spring pad 
Small MIC 
Centre 
Gauges 
Local st Is 
CAMS 
S rap cutters 
Gauges 
Lo al t els 
CAMS 
Cowley or No.1 
Toolroom (or 
Outsource 
Turned it m I 
spr ing pin 
Turn d it m 
Lift m chani m 
Running top 
top bolt 
A Trim & Pi r 
+ flange stripp r 
Table 8.3: Sourcing evaluation of Core and 
Non-core elements of Large press tool manufacture. 
7.1.4 Effective Financial Performance Measurement 
It w o th t th m a ur m nt tem ch ng from th 
m th d, to n on m ur m ntof arn lu . 
, t n urr 'nt En 111 (In 1\1 th )/ 
Outsource 
Ip r , TO 
pring 
bo 
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7.2 Change Plan Implementation 
The change plan to implement the "Focused Toolrooms" strategy in RBPE 
comprised four elements: 
I. Operational Plan and Development and Approval 
A dedicated project team translated the chosen strategy into the detailed 
action plans to enact the operational changes needed to create the focused 
Toolrooms. 
ii. Organisation and Facility Re-structuring 
The selection, appointment, and announcement, of the leadership teams 
for each unit enabled the next stage of decision-making to be conducted in 
the open. The new unit management teams took over responsibility for 
progressing the implementation of manpower redeployment and facility re-
structu ri ng. 
III. Consultation and Involvement 
Immediately upon publicly announcing the proposed Focused Toolroom 
strategy a formal framework was initiated to facilitate consultation with all 
effected parties. A high priority was placed on the full communication 
with, and involvement from, the Trade Unions as the major employee 
representatives. 
------ --------- ---------
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iv. Rover Group Product Plan Demands 
The delivery of the "Portfolio" projects w ith in the Ro er Group pro u 
plan was a strategic target of the proposed changes to the Tool room 
operations. The timing and level of demand of each ne ehicle proje t, 
and the relationship one to another, was seen as crucial to ucce ful 
change management in the transition period. 
1993 I ~ 1994 I ~ 1995 I 1996 1997 
Plan Dev't 
& Approval 
Rover Board 
Approvals 
Tool Manuracturing 
SlralO\lY Group 
Orga n isation 
& Facility 
Re-structuring 
Consultation 
Manpower 
Redepklyment 
Facility Restructunng 
r<.=========-~---- -----------------
Structure for Involvement IC::=========!._ ............... ___ ._. 
HH-R 4 Door Project 
Product 
Plan 
Demand 
R3 3 & 5 Door Project 
CB40 3 & 5 Door Project 
Figure 8.16: Overview of the Focus Toolrooms Change Plan 
Figur 8.16 shows an overview of the whol e change plan. E h of th f 
h ng pi n I m nts i hown. The bars de cri b th pnn ti it 
within h I m nt. The hori zontal a i re re ent fi r tim lin 
Th' ~'f n 'urr nt L n In (In 
ur 
tr 
, 
III 
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7.3 Rover Group Project Commitments 
The following dies were chosen as the core of the 1994 new tool manufacture 
workload supporting the R3 3 Door vehicle programme, SOP September 1995, 
and the HH-R 4 Door vehicle programme, SOP January 1996. CB40 dies were 
manufactured during 1995 and 1996 for SOP August 1997. 
R3 3 Door 
Large Dies: 
Medium and Small Dies: 
HH-R 4 Door 
Large Dies: 
Medium and Small Dies: 
Bodyside R & LH 
Front Door Outer R & L H 
Front Door Inner R & LH 
Bonnet Outer 
Bonnet Inner 
Bonnet Locking Platform 
Dash Lower RHO 
Dash Lower LH 0 
26 medium and 21 small dies comprising 15% of 
the total dies of that size required on R3 
Bodyside R & LH 
Roof - Fixed Roof 
Roof - Sunroof 
50 medium and 20 small dies comprising 24% of 
the total dies of that size required on HH-R 
35 
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CB40 Project 
The following dies represented the major RBP work content on CB40, with the 
balance of dies outsourced: 
Large Dies: 
Medium and Small Dies: 
Bodyside 5 Door R & LH 
Roof - Sunroof 
Rei nforcement - Roof 
Bonnet Outer 
Bonnet Inner 
Main Floor 
Crossmember Heel Board 
Rear Floor 
31 medium and 57 small dies comprising 29% of 
the dies of that size required on CB40. 
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8. Engineering Design Methodology 
It is evident from the I iterature that the terms "Product Development- and 
"Engineering Design" are often used interchangeably. Product Development is 
often considered to be a range of activities spanning from marketing to 
manufacturing (Ulrich and Eppinger 1995, Andreason & Hein 1987). 
Engineering Design is considered to be a sub-process of product development 
(Wallace 1990, Finkelstein and Finkelstein 1983). 
In recent years, there has been a shift in thinking about the design process. It has 
changed from an essentially sequential paradigm (Shigley and Mischke 1989, 
Pahl and Beitz 1984), towards an emphasis on integration and concurrency of 
product and- process development (Winner et al 1988, Bullinger and Warschat 
1996), usually referred to as "Concurrent Engineering" (Cleetus 1992). 
In addition to integrated product and process development other researchers 
emphasise the importance to the success of product development of accurately 
capturing customer and market requirements (Pugh 1991, Clausing 1993). 
The field of automobile body and tool engineering has been one of the first to 
exploit CAD technologies (Whitney 1995). Also, as a critical path sub-process of 
automobile development, the important influence of engineering practice in this 
process stream has been recognised by researchers into automotive product 
development (Ward et al 1995, Clark and Fujimoto 1991, Womack and Jones 
1990). However, the focus of this research has been at a high level in the 
product development process stream, and offers little insight at a detailed design 
methodology level. 
The wide range of the I iterature on design theory and methodology contains 
consistent themes regarding the basic structure of design activity, and practically 
useful frameworks to guide decision making in configuring the design process. 
37 
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Table 8.4 summarises the focal activities for each stage in the de ign proce an 
identifies the corresponding issues for design managers. 
Design Process Focal Activities Design Management Issue 
Sta e 
Concept Analysis 
Synthesis 
Application of rules 
Embodiment Simulation C E & kill 
Integration CAD & kill 
Detail Automat ion C D Configuration 
Execution Costs 
Evaluation Target Confirmation Role of prototyp imul tion 
Design support C E Tool 
Table 8.4: Summary of Issues arising from the literature on design 
Body and too l engineering is concerned primarily with th ution of ti 
prod uct concepts, and te hnica ll y over-constr ined d Ign Thi im Ii th 
pr -eminence of importance in the design methodology of: 
I. Embod iment design of automobile bodie tool. 
II. The nalys is and eva luat ion of design solutions influ n ing th tot I 
rchitectur and sub-system performance. 
8.1 The Role of I nformation Technology in De ign 
Methodology 
h n nti I nt th of th r i \\ II kn vn n 
ntinu ut tri th f m nt. h m In im Ii ti n 
Th )fl tlrr nt n In 'ml I thadal f1 
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of this to engineering design practice in industry are that processing power has 
become more affordable, and is carried out more locally to the engineer. 
These advances in information technology will enable fundamental changes in 
the design methodology. The three most important points are: 
I. Integration of engineering analysis functionality with the mainstream 
geometry design tools. 
II. Automation of routine design processes, e.g. the use of parametric design 
technology, enabling greater focus by designers on value adding 
engineering design. 
III. "Best in class" vs. integrated solutions - the growing capability to exploit 
open systems architectures to avoid trade-offs in the functionality of major 
modules in the CAD system, e.g. surface design. 
8.2 Human Resource Issues and Engineering Design 
Methodology. 
Managers of product development are faced with constructing a coherent set of 
decisions to provide the necessary environment for effective concurrent 
engineering. These decisions embrace diverse aspects such as reward policy, 
information technology, functional goal setting and organisational performance 
measurement. 
Four perspectives were identified: 
I. The characteristics of teamwork - Goal setting and social organisation 
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III. Organisational culture - Developing the context for concurrent 
engineering. 
IV. Transactions in concurrent working - Practical realities of interactions 
between people in large organisations 
8.3 Scope for Innovation 
Three main thrusts for innovation of the process were identified: 
i. Technology platform philosophy - By decomposing the project workload in 
into major panel groups throughout the process chain the task of identifying 
consistent design practices and standards for panels and tools becomes 
manageable. Specialist teams can be developed around such work packages. 
The panel groupings can be aligned to RBP's "generics" strategy. 
ii. Solution to Problem Focus in Tool Design - The engineering design 
methodology in tool engineering to be developed away from a dependence 
on synthesis by introducing engineering analysis of the metal forming 
process. 
iii. Concurrent Working - A strong basis for concurrent engineering activity in 
the design process to be established. Priority areas are: 
Styling surface development 
Metal forming process specification 
Involvement of the press shop 
A process analysis was conducted of a design methodology based on 
engineering methods, rather than post design synthesis testing. The resulting 
design process concept is shown in figure 8.17. 
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• Styling surface 
• Dent resistance ---. 
requirement 
• Styl ing surfaces ----+ 
• Flange geometry 
• Trim surface 
• Net part shape 
• Features & design ----+ 
intent 
• Part + trial addendum 
• Reference lines & ----+ 
points 
• Drawbead Nguesstimate* 
• First form geometry 
• Blank size ---. 
• Edge movements 
• Trial binder surface 
• First form geometry 
• Binder shape 
• Draw Bead 
• Restraining forces 
TARGET 
STRAINS 
ASSESSMENT 
OF VISIBLE 
SURFACES 
Step 3 
LAyOUT 
FLANGES 
SEVERITY OF 
SURFACE + 
FLANGES 
ADDENDUM 
DESIGN 
SURFACE 
DESIGN 
RUN FOR THE 
COMPLETE 
PART 
-+ • Target strains 
• Forming severity of part 
----+ • Potential wrinkling 
problems 
• Trim line (early design) 
• Forming severity of 
flanges 
• Forming severity of net 
----+ part 
• Net blank shape 
• Edge movements 
• Forming severity 
----+ • Blank size 
• Edge movement 
---. • Binder & drawbead 
definition 
• Forming severity define 
---. • Final blank size 
Figure 8.17: The "Design Based Approach" to Body Panel 
and Metal Forming Process Engineering 
(source: T. Leverton, M. Smith, and M. Karima, A Concurrent Engineering Methodology for Styling, 
Body Design and Process Engineering of Automobile Stampings, Proceedings of IBEC '94) 
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8.4 Metal Forming Technology 
Toyota first published a method to use forming technolog in the die 
development process (Okamoto et al 1989). Karima et al (1 89) introdu e th 
concept of process signatures. Further Karima et al (1990) found th t it v\ 
possible to model the forming process so as to predict the proce ign tur or 
general features of components. Moreover the process signature r pond 
predictably to changes in the major variables in the metal forming pro 
system, e.g. friction, pressure and material characteri tic. 
Figure 8.18: Example results report from FAST_3D 
for the CB40 Bonnet Outer Panel 
Ii ti n h n p th t 110\ fi n I m h In it 
m nt ( ) m t n n th iti n f If I 
rh r n urr nt n In n/1 T 
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element to be plotted on the FLO. Figure 8.18 sho s an e ample of a re ult 
report from Forming Technologies Inc. FAST 3D T ~ 
A strategic relationship was established at the end of 1993 be een Ro er and 
Forming Technologies Inc. (FTi), of Ontario, Canada. FTi are the onl 
engineering consultancy in the world dedicated to metal forming technolog 
research, training, and consultancy. 
Table 8.S shows a comparison between the traditional engineering approa h nd 
the new engineering approach integrating metal forming anal i techniqu 
Component sketches are included in Appendix 3. 
PART 
Bonnet 
Panel 
( ee app. 3 
figure 1) 
Tajlgate 
Outer 
(see app. 3 
figure 2) 
Bonnet Inner 
( ee app. 3 
figure 3) 
Steering 
Housing 
( ee app 3 
figure 4) 
Th 
TRADITIONAL APPROACH NEW APPROACH 
CONCERN 
- Ability to hold flat 
shallow panel with 
reverse form and no 
features lines 
- Consisted of 2 
panels 
- Associated 
tooling costs 
- Quality of 
assembled art 
- Hinge areas 
identical to an 
isting pan I that 
wa a bad runn r 
- Certain batches 
splitting at top of 
piece 
PROBABLE 
OUTCOME 
- After excessive 
expenditure, panel 
would always be 
slack and rework 
would probably be 
necessary for li fe 
- Simplified press 
tooling but, 
- Excessive piece 
and tooling costs 
- Possible long term 
assembly problems 
- Dupli cation of 
e i ting low 
running & high 
scrap rate 
- E cessi e running 
cost 
- Heavy lubrication 
- High scrap rates 
ACTIO 
- Strain I v I 
defined at outs t 
ew d ign 
approa h us d to 
defin draw 
param t rs r quir d 
to achie e panel 
- New design 
approach to prove 
pressing was 
possible as a single 
panel 
- Analyse Istlng 
condition using 
forming technology 
- Provide 
alternative with 
factual back-up 
- Analysis carried 
out to clearly define 
forming and 
material windows 
Table 8.5: Case data showing benefits of the 
Fti, RBP Engineering approach 
(Source : Leverton , Smith Karim 199 
n -urr n( n In rtn " th 
OUTCOME 
- Skin panel with 
reduc d co ts. 
(Estimated co t 
savings - £lOOK) 
- Bad running 
condition 
parameter givin 
gre tly redu ed 
crap withi part 
shape change. 
(E tlmated cost 
sa ing - £80K s rap) 
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On the basis of the results of these pilot studies it was concluded that the metal 
forming simulation technology was a viable basis to complete the deployment of 
the new RBP product development strategy. 
8.5 Conclusions from the Research 
The conclusions arising from each area of research indicated that there was 
significant scope for innovation of the body and tool engineering process in RBP. 
These conclusions are outlined below. 
i. The process configuration must enable integrity in the information flow 
both with the vehicle development programme, via PMP, and with RBP 
via EQAP. 
ii. An organisational solution is needed which allows more formal 
concurrent working at the crucial stage of detail part and process 
engineering. 
iii. Effective handling of the key integration design tasks (Le. body assembly 
design, and die design) is a pre-requisite to stability of information flow 
downstream in the engineering process. 
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iv. An evaluation capability is needed to test new process designs prior to die 
design and build. Metal forming technology analysis is the basis to 
v. 
deliver this. 
Information Technology trends suggest that increasing automation and 
simulation is possible within a reduced elapsed time than the existing 
processes. 
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vi. A change in culture refl ecting problem oriented de ign upported b a 
common system of terminology across the business is needed to e ploit 
knowl edge and capture learn ing in the futu re. 
VII. The realisation of a "Concurrent Engineer" as an indi idual qualified in 
both product and process desi gn engi neering appears to be po 
based on the previous conclusion s. 
8.6 Proposed New Engineering Methodology 
Focal Area for 
Concurrent 
Tool Go 
Engineering Decision 
Pro ss Engineer Engineer Tool Tool Tool 
St P the body the body Design Mantg. Comm lss-
concept assembly lon lng 
Compt. 
Mantg. 
Prin ipal 
-Vehicle - Body and - Panel - Design of - Make & - Process Production 
A livi t i 5 
QAP 
nl 
I ntegratl on closures geomet ry die set tryout die flnallsatlon running of 
- Styling layout & process set on home press tools 
design press line 
F P3 
COncept 
Figure 8.19: A proposed new engineering methodology 
for Body and Tool Engineering 
h n w m th h wn in fi ur 8 .1 
iti n tr iti n I n n nn tr m. 
n In th III m nt m t I f rmlll n In u tr m, n ' l r (k. 
7h n urr nl n In rtn ,\( th )/ 
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point has emerged that lies within body engineering and within tool engineering. 
It was possible to build a new depart ment specialising in metal forming 
. . 
engineering. 
Upstream, the press shop take greater responsibi I ity for the process and qual ity 
maturation of the dies, as they approach start of production. 
8.7 Change Implementation 
8.7.1 Forming Technology 
The diffusion of the required competencies was driven by a technical training 
programme. The programme extended to a large population at Rover Body and 
Pressings, from both Engineering and Manufacturing functions. 
Target Audience 
Tool Engineers 
Tool & Body 
Engineers 
Engineering & 
Manufacturing 
<30 
> 100 
Competence Need 
Special i st Ski II 
Working Knowledge 
Awareness 
Figure 8.20: Training Strategy for 
Metal Forming Technology in RBP 
-- ~-------
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8.7.2 CAD Strategy 
It was necessary to make adjustments the CAD straegy in order to impro e th 
qulaity and timeliness of surface design information. Figure 8.21 ho the 
system architecture selected. 
Legend: CATIA CV DR 
Fig 8.21: Strategic CAD system architecture for RBPE 
8.7.3 Organisation Development 
A four ph se strategy was developed as follows: 
I. Short term integration of Body and Tool Engineering function un r 
on Chief Engineer. 
ii. A pointm nt of dedic ted metal forming n fr m th 
nd tool ngin ring di 
III. n I ti n "B n 001 n In fin un ti 
r m tint th 
Th f n urr nl '-n In (In 
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IV. Re-establishment of three functions, i.e. Body Engineering, Metal 
Forming Engineering and Tool Design. 
8.7.4 New Model Effectivity 
The new process methodology was partially applied to the R3 vehicle 
programme. A particular focus was the 3 door bodyside panels and door outer 
panels. 
The target for CB40 was to have complete engineering of the outer skin panel 
content conducted using the proposed methodology. 
This target was met and the full results achieved are reported in submission 6 of 
the portfol io. 
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9. The Effectiveness of the Product 
Development Strategy 
9.1 Achievement of the Strategic Targets 
9.1.1 Product Quality 
Target: Top quality component supply from transfer p resse with RBPE 
manufactured tooling. 
Metric RBPE Benchmark RBPE Benchmark 
1993 1993 1997 1997 
Body Cosmetic Qual ity (QZ Score) Not Avai lab l 1.48 <0.5 
Body Accuracy (points ± 1.5 mm) 70 % 90%+ 90 % 0%+ 
Component Supply Quality (ppm) > 5000 <300 540 <25 
Unplanned Rectification (mins.) o to 480 0 o to 10 0 
Table 8.6: RBP Component Supply Quality Measures 1993 vs 1997 
80 
70% 
70 WORLD 
61.6 BEST OE 
VI 60 60% 
VI 
'" c: Aveni OEE 
'" > tor Tnln t r 
';:l 50 0 P~ Facility 
'" It: 41 .7 19 7 
W 
C 40 
'" E 
a. 
:l 
~ 30 
iii 
c: 
en 
·c 20 0 
10 
0 
IN m 1 Dt nut e Uf8( V hlel. Pro) c t 
Figure 8.22: Average OEE Performance week 42 / 97 to week 8 / 98 
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For qual ity the strategic target has been met. 
9.1.2 lead Time 
Target: 80 weeks from sty le fix to QP p anels. 
1993 I 1994 1995 
Style Surface Release 30/7193 
,'-__ ----'\ INFORMATION CRITICALPATH Body Engineering Releases 
002 717193 01 22111/93 
1--
-
f/) 
"C 
-
.-
:J 
OJ 
Q) 
-0 
.-
.s:::. 
Q) 
> 
('t) 
0::: 
'71 
Die Engineering Release 
20/8/93 
~ Patterns Castings E3 Event M1 Event 30/11/93 613/94 '7 \l 31 Weeks Parts Off Tools 8/10/94 \l 
Die Manufacturing 
A ,-------J L 
002 Panel Critical 01 Supply 1- Test Panels 15/11/93 
{ ~ Results T ir-
I 1 01 /1 10 112 002 
Full D02 Test 
Results 
R3 ACTUAL 
Die Mods. Commission 
A 
.- ,- )ual w snd pi ~' roce s 
01 /3 
'1 ) n 
B -PP1 QP2 QC '--
'-- -1 
~ 
50 
-----
16/10/95 
• 
VOLUME I 
Figure 8.23: Actual Dates Achieved on the on the R3 3 Door Bodyside Programme 
h trateg ic target of 80 weeks was met on the R3 proj t. 
ur 8.24 h w th t th r u d die m nuf turing I tim h n 
n th I B40 t to allow long m tur ti 11 tim 
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Parts 
Off 
Weeks before Parts Off Tools Tools 
E 0 P C 
R83Dr V V V V 
CD (1990) -126 -111 -98 -86 
E ope 
R174 Dr V \IW 
-95 
-74 -00 -63 (1991) 
ProtoIjpe fhldrbOO 
G) E 0 EP C 
R33 Dr VV WV 
(1994) -65 -$ -45 -44 -31 
@E 0 P C 
HH-R 4 Dr V VV V 
(1995) -83 -56 -48 -36 
E ope 
CB405 Dr V VVV 
(1996) -73 -52 -42 -33 
E= Body Design Release D=Die Design Release 
P=Completion of Casting Patterns (E3) C=Delivery of Die Castings (M1) 
+ 
0 
@ 
1. Qu I ity problems with the bodyside dies on R8 3 Or r ulted in a month d lay to t rt 
of production . 
2. R 17 4Dr panel production was tarted with temporary operation in pi for th fir t 0 
day of production. 
3. On the R3 30r project the prototype product engineering wa used a the b I for th 
di planning and engineering. Final product engineering relea e wa mad r th 
r I e of die de ign to Tool Manufactu ring. 
4. HH-R 4 Or product ngineering as a ailable early as the bulk of th d Ign 
ommon with th H H-R 5 Or body ide, e.g. door aperture I and Intern I ru tur 
f rw rd ofth ' 0 ' po t. 
5. or (840, th T1 vent r pr nt d the completion of die manu c ur or II pr Ing 
p r tion . 01 P n I re th refore full off-tool. 
Figure 8.24: Die Engineering and Manufacturing Lead Time Results 
(source: Master Tool Schedules, RBP Tool Manufac unng 
NB. source data Included In Appendl 5) 
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9.1.3 Press Tool Cost 
Target: Press tool costs competitive w ith japanese a erage die price _ 
Tool Class RBPE Benchmark RBPE Benchmark 
1993 1993 1997 1997 
Large Dies 100 75 100 85 
Medium Dies 100 95 100 100 
Small Dies 100 50-1 50 100 90-110 
I 
Table 8.7: Comparison of RBP Die Costs to External Benchmark Prices 
350 ,.---------------~ 
300 
250 
200 
~ 
:::E 
III 
i.I 
150 
1 00 
050 
1991 1994 1995 997 1996 
Vehlde Project 
Ole Cost al Adual Hrl Rate o Ole Cost Adjusted 0( In tJOn 3 
Figure 8 .25: Absolute Bodyside Die Costs 1991 t o 1998 
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9.1.4 Programme 
Target: D eli ve ry to programme fi nancial budget. 
35%~----------------------________________________________________ ~ 
30% t----------------------
~ 25% ., 
> 
o 
~ 
Cl 
"0 
cil 20% 
., 
E 
E 
I! e 15% 
0-
., 
Cl 
~ 
c: 
~ 100/0 
., 
0-
5% 
R17 (1991) R8 Coupe/C abno 
(1992) 
P38A (1994) R3 (1995) HH·R ( 1996) 
Vohlcle Programme 
Figure 8.26: Performance to Programme Financial Budget 
CB40 (1998) 
Figur 8.26 shows that there has been a step improvement in th d Ii ry of th 
d i programmes to committed budgets. Howev r, th trat gi t rg t f z r 
ov rrun h s not y t been met. 
lh ( n ' urr nt n In rin I th 
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9.2 Comparison of RBP Performance to World Best 
RBP Performance Metrics 1993 vs 1997 
Cosmetic Quality QZ = Zero 
Minimum Run Length = 80 stampings Component supph quality. < 2S ppm 
Die Change Time = < 10 mins. lead time Style Fix to SOP - R" 
Press Utilisation = > 80% ,---....,.--11111!!!!!!!!!~~~ Programme slip .. Zero 
Press Shop OEE = > 70% ~ _____ ..... ~~ Development Panel Supply - 100 
Contract Performance = Zero over-run 
ress Tool Cost: 100 - Japanese 
average price 
anels per body .. 2')0 
-RBP 1993 -RBP 1997 -World's Best 1993 -World's Best 1997 
Figure 8.27: RBP Performance compared to World's Best September 1997 
Rover Body and Pressings demonstrates a strong improvement in each 
dimension of product development performance. The position relative to world 
class in the press shop measures of die change time and overall equipment 
effectiveness are particularly relevant to this research as they depend on high 
levels of process capability in the dies. 
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10. The Reengineering of Product 
Development at Rover Croup 
The purpose of this case was to demonstrate that the inno ation pplie t Ro r 
Body and Pressings could be transferred to wider conte t. The ca 
the new product introduction process of the Rover Group. 
tu \ 
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Vector of 
organisation 
development 
+ 
(/) 
t5 
Q) 
'0 
l-
n... 
c 
Q) 
Q) 
~ 
Q) 
.0 
Function 
Desired Vector 
of development 
• Project 
- Integration between functions + 
Figure 8.28: Organisation Development under Reengineering 
(Adapted from Nobeoka 1993) 
Rov r h ve experienced both functional and project regi me of m n g nt in 
r nt ye rs. Th u ual vector of development reflect th tim it t k f r th 
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Figure 8.29: The Composition of Rover's Future Product Development Process 
(source: Reengineering Steering Group) 
Figur 8. 29 showing the composition of Rover's future dev 10 m nt r 
r mbl clos Iy the configuration of the RBP mod I 
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Figure 8.31: The Configuration of Product Development Process in a 
Reengineered Environment 
Across the top of the diagram the sequence of activiti n oint 
app ar. These begin with research and progre 5 from I ft to right to n lu 
start of production. Under concept freeze the lead tim t rg t for pro u t 
d livery of 30 months is noted. Th sp lit rrow refle t th - ou I in of 
omponent and vehicle development during the e rly tag of t lif 
o - oupled componen t dev lopment means that the produ t e 10 m nt f 
trat gic component systems is removed from the main pro u t Ii ry h 
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A managed interaction between the two development tream implie tha 0 h 
are constrained by each other with a vehicle platform strateg . 
The vehicle and component development activi t ies con erge a the on t 
definition improves, and finally synchronise at the poin t of the ingle kin 
prototype phase. The red arrow enci rcl i ng the mai n proces tream 
period of intensive concurrent engi neeri ng of product and proce i fi tion, 
prior to release of prototype engineering. This require a pol ic 0 tr ni 
definition of all components. 
On the left margin Rover Group Strategy, and the "Cr teiE 01 e th Br n /I 
process are positioned to signify that they drive the whol pro u t 10 m nt 
process. 
Rover Group 
3rd Generation Stage/Gate 
Concurrent Working 
Separation of 
D fin d by ingl prototyp 
Rover Body and Pressings 
Establishment of Process 
D i i P lin d t g G t (Q P) 
Con urr nt W ork ing 
Engineering and Product Delivery phases 
de ign Defined by M t I Formi ng Pr 
off (E3 Ev nt) 
Target Driven Engineering 
n-
T rg t m rg from identification of Target d fi n d by M t I Formln Limit 
v hi I attribut from "Engin ering th e 
Brand " pro 
Focus on Core Competencies 
1.Br nd r t hnol tal Formin 
2. hi lint r ti on 
Underpinned by Information Technology 
tr nl Pr u t D fin iti n t I F rmln 
Table 8.8: Analogies in Product Development Strategy between 
Rover Group and Rover Body and Pressings 
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Table 8.8 draws out the analogies between the implementation of reengineering 
at Rover Group and the RBP case. It shows that the innovation applied at Rover 
Body and Pressings was transferred to the wider context. 
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11. Demonstration of Innovation 
There are four innovative applications of engineering knowledge that were 
implemented during this research project. Each of these will be reviewed briefly 
to justify the claim for innovation. 
11.1 The Process Model of Body And Tool Engineering. 
The model which forms the basis for the product development strategy at Rover 
Body and Pressings provides an holistic view of the product creation system 
across the whole enterprise. This view of product development as a system led 
to a further three innovations at detail process level. 
The claim is based on three dimensions. 
Firstly, the literature is mostly partial in its treatment of product development 
problems. Either excessively managerial in emphasis, e.g. Clark and Fujimoto 
(1991), or excessively technology driven, e.g. Whitney (1995). This model seeks 
to balance these two valuable perspectives, and provides managers with the 
analytical basis to do that. 
Secondly, the body of published research on concurrent engineering is still 
young. A glance through the references attached to this report show that much 
of the literature appeared in 1995 or 1996, after the date of the implementation 
reported here. 
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Thirdly, the organisational context for this research was unique in the 
automobile industry. No other industry executive had as broad a span of control 
of the body and tool engineering process as the Author enjoyed from 1991 to 
-----------------------_ .. _-
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1995. Indeed following BMW ownership my successors no longer gave this 
advantage. 
Portfolio Report 6 presented evidence that the key elements of this innovation 
remain in place. 
11.2 The Engineering Quality Assurance Procedure 
EQAP represents the application of existing knowledge in a targeted way to 
support the strategic objectives of the whole product creation system. 
The innovation claimed here is that the application of EQAP represented a 
radical shift in practice for Rover Body and Pressings. In the context of the first 
innovation EQAP has been exploited to directly support the concurrent 
engineering activities. 
The EQAP procedures is now formally captured as ISO 9000 process 
EQ:0:PR:2:3, and is subject to external audit by yeA. 
11.3 Focused Manufacturing Strategy for Die 
Manufacturing 
Portfolio Report 4 outlines the content of this innovation in detail. The 
principles of focused manufacturing are well established. The claim of 
innovation is that it was a new application to RBP itself, and represented a step 
change in manufacturing management approach. Also, this approach appears to 
be rare in Europe. Toolrooms are generally managed as craft based enterprises, 
not as production systems. 
In this respect the focused tool room restructuring represents the transfer of 
practices observed in Japan, to a western application. 
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11.3 Engineering Design Methodology 
By embracing a scientific basis for the design of metal forming processes, it has 
been possible to intensify the application and capture of knowledge more 
effectively through the early engineering phases of development. 
The innovation is not the technology itself but the innovative way in which it 
was deployed as an integrated element of the design methodology. 
Since, 1993 both BMW and Toyota have become customers of FTi. However, in 
neither case are the tools applied within the design process but instead are used 
to test the design. There is little published research on applications of this sort 
which may be because of the need to protect the commercial advantage it 
represents. 
In portfolio report 6 evidence of the continued application of this methodology 
was presented. 
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12. Conclusions 
1. The practices associated with concurrent engineering are a relevant tool 
set to improve product development performance. 
2. A system model for body and tool engineering was proposed which 
placed capable metal forming process specification at the heart of the 
process stream. 
3. An Engineering Quality Assurance Procedure was established to create an 
environment for concurrent engineering activities, and measurement of 
target ach ievements. 
4. A focused manufacturing strategy was implemented within die 
manufacturing. By simplifying the operational environment the 
development of specialist skills, and alignment of manufacturing 
technology pol icy with that of die engineering was made possible. 
5. The engineering design methodology was changed to integrate a process 
step based on metal forming engineering science. Engineering analysis 
was appl ied to the creation of the metal forming process specification 
prior to die detail design. 
6. There have been step changes in development performance in the 
dimensions of quality, lead time, and programme financial budget 
ach i evement. 
7. Press tool costs have remained flat, in real terms, since the establishment 
of the new product development strategy. 
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8. The strategic targets for product development at Rover Body and 
Pressings, defined at the start of the case, have been met with respect to 
quality and lead time. Press tool cost and programme targets have not 
been met. 
9. The five hypotheses stated for the Rover Body and Pressings case study 
were proven. 
10. The system model of process strategy used at Rover Body and Pressings 
was transferred to the wider context of the Rover Group new product 
introduction process. 
11. The philosophy of concurrent engineering deployed at Rover Body and 
Pressings, namely knowledge intensification of the upstream engineering 
processes followed by a rapid execution phase, and underpinned by 
information technology is generically applicable to product development. 
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13. Proposals for Further Work 
During the research project the following areas were identified for potential 
future research projects. 
13.1 Modeling and Simulation of the Press System 
The level at which metal forming analysis is currently applied reflects the die as 
the system boundary. The die is assumed to be mounted to infinitely stiff 
mountings. In fact the die is an element of a larger system comprising the press 
equipment, and the press shop infrastructure itself. 
Learning from Honda, RBP followed a direction in die design towards 
lightweight dies compared to typical European design practice. Implicit in this 
direction of development is that the die, particularly the lighter upper die, 
becomes more part of the press system and less a system in its own right. For 
example the tendency for the die to deform during the press cycle is increased. 
Other effects such as die bed wear impact on die set up. 
The ability to fully model and simulate the press system, and exploit the structure 
of the press more directly in the design would enable a next level of concurrent 
engineering, and could support day to day management of the press shop 
processes. 
13.2 Integration of Metal Forming into Die Design Tools 
65 
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using the design analysis tools. It must be possible to integrate the metal forming 
analysis rules into the geometry design functionality in the future. 
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13.3 Real Time Concurrent Engineering 
Both EQAP and the RBP project management policy are event driven 
management processes. This is essentially a batch processing of concurrent 
engineering activity, and reflects the current state of maturity of the organisation. 
Research could be carried out into the factors needed to promote a more real 
time approach in the future relying on continuous communication between 
upstream and downstream factholders. 
13.4 Application of the Design Structure Matrix 
The design structure matrix is an information modeling technique used to 
distinguish the best sequencing for design process steps. Eppinger et al (1995) 
examined the application of this technique. The technique appears to be useful 
to support organisation and process design decisions. 
A "real" test case of this technique would confirm its usefulness when these type 
of objective tool are becoming more important as engineering teams are more 
dispersed. 
13.5 Application of the System Model of Process Strategy 
The Author is currently engaged on the implementation of the reengineering 
project at Rover Group. This is a logical extension of the work reported in this 
research portfol io. 
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Technical Definitions of Metrics used in the Evaluation 
Model for Product Development Performance 
Metric Definition Units Benchmark Data Source 
Total Product Quality 
Initial auality Survey (laS) Customer identified faults wrthln 90 F autts per 100 48 . Toyota lUlls 1997 JO F'QWe( SIIWy 
days 01 pu-chase vehICles Rover ·200 
Vehicle Warranty Faults leading to claim on OEM F aub per vehicle 0.8· Toyota Rover 1996 New C. Buyen S~ 
warranty during frsl twelve months 01 =25 
az Conformance to vehicle build azpOOlS 2.5· BMW 5 S-s BMW a~ Recxwta 
specification Rover = 10 
RectifICation Proportion of vah icles requiring Percent 20%· ToyoCa R~ Bendvn.n. VISe to Toycea 
rectification after on line assembly =~ B~tonUI( 
Development Lead Time 
Concept to Style Fix Elapsed time from projecl anitialion 10 Months 7 mths . Toyota Rov. Body & PrHsngl 199~ 
exlerior style fIX Rover = 12 
Style Fix 10 SOP Elapsed time from exlerior style fIX 10 Months 23 mlhs . Toyota Rov. Body & Preu.nol HleT 
slart of production Rover = 33 
First Prololype to SOP Elapsed lime from fIrSt prolOtype build Months 15 mlhs • Chrysler C~ler ptqecIlfl>ng 
10 start of production Rover- 2. synthetIC 
Concepllo SOP Elapsed time from project ..,lIlatlon 10 Months 30 miN .• loycea Rov. Body & Pr"'.nos 1997 
start of n Rovei''' 35 
Manufacturing Operating 
Performance 
Direct Labour Hours ~ Direct manpower consumed in BIW. Houn per VehICle 11 ton· Nissen UK 8enchmlR vlIiI \0 
paint, and finalallembly Rover" 15 WUh~on,UK 
Materiel Margin The ratio of production maleriai COil Percent 45%· Font Europe M.nllynch AnIIIyst Report 
and net I8lel revenue land Rover -.0+ 
Number of Assembly Parts The lotal number of components Number of Partl 1650· FiliI Revet ~o.ta 
required to build the vehicle at a ,. 3000 
Lost Volume for New Model Change Tolal production volume Iosl due 10 Number of Vehiclel o • Honda Marysville. Hwbour 1996 
facility downtime, and rale of climb to USA 
full production rale due 10 a faoilly 
changeover to a new model 
Development Productivity 
Total Engineering Manhours Engineenng manhoUl'l conlumed In MillIOnS of 1 eM . Japane .. Elh80n at .. 1995 
the development of a new vehicle MrIloun Rover - 30M 
Number of Prototypes The number of prototype vehiclel VehICleS 40· Aud. Rover EUCAR 1996 
manufactured during the development ·200+ 
I programme 
Total Development Cost Total cosl of engineering manpower, Bntlsh PCUIda 75M ·AucII Rover 
EUCAR ,. 
prototype production material, and • 120M 
protoype 1001"0. 
Development Cost per Unit Total expenditure on development British PCUIda per £344Icar· Ctvyller 
Hwbour 1998 
divided by the volume of annual vehicle Rov. • £6OOIcw 
production 
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References for Table 2.2: Product Development Strategic 
Thrusts of Automobile Manufacturers 
Strategy Chrysler Ford Honda Toyota BMW VW 
Platform Organisation Scott 1994a 
Balanced Matrix Scott 1994b Benchmark Nobeoka 1995 Benchmark EUCAR 1996 
Information Information BenchmartUng 
Single Development Centre Scott 1994a Benchmark Bremner 1997 Benchmark 
Information Information 
Globallsation of Development Kidd 1997 Muffatto 1996 Toyota 1997 
Lead Time as a Key Driver Thompson Scott 1994b Jewett 1997 Reengineering 
1993 Study 
Single CAD System Brooke 1996 Honda R&D 
1997 
Higher Supplier Integration Public Domain Muffatto 1996 Ward et al 
1995 
Core Competence Models VVhitney 1995 VVhitney 1995 Internal 
Documents 
Product Development Scott 1994b Minivan with 
Alliances Ford 
Overt Platform Strategy Yates 19961 Scott 1994bl Benchmark Nobeoka 1995 Ericsson et al 
Public Domain Public Domain Information 1996 
Single/Multi Brand Public Domain Public Domain Public Domain Public Domain Public Domain Public Domain 
Note: All references for Rover Group taken from internal documents, and 
management commun ications. 
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Component Sketches from 
Metal Forming Technology 
Pilot Studies at Rover Body & Pressings 
-- -- ---
------
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